Weekly Exercise 1 – Linux Shell Commands

• For each of the Linux shell commands found on Slide 3:
  1. Briefly describe what it does (1 or 2 lines),
  2. List 1 or 2 options (flags) this command has which you would find useful using with this command, if any, and
  3. Give an example of how one could use this command in the context of CMPT 127.

• Make sure you try these commands first to ensure they do work as described.
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• To illustrate the type of answers we are expecting from you in this Weekly Exercise 1, here is an example:

Linux shell command: cd

1. **Brief Description:** changes the working directory
2. **Options:** cd --help
3. **Example:** username/sfuhome$ cd cmpt-127
Commands

1. mkdir
2. pwd
3. cat
4. less
5. ls
6. grep
7. cp
8. mv
9. man
10. rm
11. rmdir
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- **Due date:**
  - Thursday Jan. 23 at 3pm (no late submission accepted)

- **Submission:**
  - Copy and paste your entire answer in the Weekly Exercise 1 text field on CourSys.